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Hello Entrepreneurs! 
 

Running your own successful business is an amazing adventure, a wild 
ride.It’slike doing an all terrain rally with its turns, curves, surprises, thrills and sweat 
which all lead to rewards, podium, successes. Just like a rally driver, every entrepreneur 
requires perseverance, attitude, focus and control to be able to complete a rally.  

 
But the best of the Rally Drivers cannot 

even think about driving even a kilometer 
without a Navigator! All the skills of the ace rally 
driver are useless, if he / she does not get the 
right navigator to guide while driving!  

 
Likewise, the Entrepreneurial Rally is 

just not smooth. There are so many blind turns, 
bumps, roadblocks, T points, crossroads and 
intersections that at times you might feel tired, 
confused and just ready to quit. But wait, how 
about anadvicefrom a person who has been 
thereand has travelled the same way before? 
One who knows the places and paths. 

 
 

NAVIGATOR, a person who guides you, gives you directions, to make sure 
that you win the race! 

 
 
A navigator who can show you the 

right direction and give advice Focussed, 
Unbiased, Practically tried, Time 
testedandValidated advice. 
 

At TiE we have such navigators as our 
Charter Members.Not one or two , but more 
than 65 of them, willing to guide you, navigate 
you, give you directions at the Y and T points 
of your businesses! 
 

An initiative by 
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With this background, TiE Rajasthan is proudly launching TiE Navigators. An 

initiative which would offer One On One Guidance by TiE Charter Members to fellow 

member entrepreneurs.  The services are being offered on a Complimentary Basis to 

all TiE Members. 

 

Why TIE Navigators ? 
 

One might ask why these navigators when there are consultants, advisors, CAs 
available. The TiE Navigators, or the CMs have committed to give back to the 
entrepreneurial development of society, to share their knowledge and experience; the 
advice is given without any vested interest; navigator always give you short, quick, 
instant advice, out of practical experience, a different perspective. 
 

Who can approach the TiE Navigators? 
 

 All members of TiE Rajasthan 

 Notintended for people who just have a business 

idea and want to validate or assess its feasibility 

 

How to call out the Navigators? 
 

1. Registration - Entrepreneurs need to share a brief about their business and the 

roadblockthey are facingthrough a Request Formwith TiE Rajasthan 

2. Screening- TiE Rajasthan will screen and match entrepreneursproblems with 

TiE Navigators based on enterprise-lifecycle, guidance requirements and the 

Navigator’sarea of business 

3. Visit Schedule- Selected entrepreneur will be informed over email by TiE 

Rajasthanalongwith schedule of meeting 

4. Navigation- Meeting between the Navigatorand entrepreneurs to help solve 

latter’s business challenges and provide valuable insights. 
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When & Where? 
 

 Day and time– Saturdays, 4 PM - 6 PM (We will try availability of TiE Navigators 

on as many Saturdays as possible, barring those when they are busy driving their 

own business) 

 Address- TiE Rajasthan, C-97, Lal Kothi Scheme, Behind Vidhansabha, Jaipur 

 No request for change of time / day / venue of meeting will be entertained by 

entrepreneurs seeking guidance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER: The advices provided through TiE Navigators are intended to provide general 

guidance for entrepreneurs in developing their businesses. In any circumstances TiE, its officials 

or the concerned TiE Charter Member(s) will not be liable for any detailed roadmap and 

business outcome. 

 

******* 
 

 

 

Let’s Drift...Together...  


